Analysis on SaaS Models
A concept document by Draup

Conceptualized and Developed: November - 2021
The objective of the document is to provide a comprehensive analysis
of how companies have transitioned to SaaS models.
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Market Overview: Working on a subscription basis and centrally located on a remote cloud network, SaaS models are
becoming the go-to for many organizations for a variety of reasons, including flexibility and affordability
Global SaaS Market Size in $Bn

• The developing economies are expected to adopt the cloud technology due to cost benefits, which offer growth opportunities
for the market

1620.6

• By deployment mode, the global market share was dominated by the public cloud segment in 2020 and is expected to
maintain its dominance in the upcoming years. This is mainly attributed to the fact that the public deployment mode is the
most accepted deployment model due to the easy access and low costs

Market by Geography
• North America dominates the cloud services market growth, emerging sector for cloud
computing services is the healthcare sector
• Asia-pacific region has come up with Asia Cloud Computing Association (ACCA), which is a
member-driven association set up for to accelerate the adoption of cloud computing services
• China is expected to invest billions in infrastructure as a service, competitive scenario of the
Asia-Pacific region and middle east is very attractive

Key Players

15.8% CAGR

Types of SaaS Solutions

325.69

Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) software

2019

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
software
Accounting software
Project management software
CMS (Content Management System)
and e-commerce platforms

Communication platforms
HR/HRM solutions

2030(Estimated)

COVID-19 Impact
• The pandemic has resulted in widespread
adoption of SaaS products as enterprises'
move from legacy systems to the cloud
was an inevitable development
•

Increased investments in cloud-based
technologies have become a crucial part
of many firms' strategy and goals as they
strive to strengthen their work-fromhome capabilities

Payment gateways and billing
solutions

Source: Draup Universe, Journals and Industrial Reports, The above mentioned market size and revenue are based on the Gartner’s and forecast by alliedmarketresearch.com
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Traditional Model Vs SaaS model: Companies are moving to SaaS model to deliver software via cloud and look at
recurring revenues from subscriptions are more highly valued by investors than traditional, perpetual license revenues

Perpetual License model and SaaS model
• Less visibility to the future

• More predictive, forward looking: finance teams should
have 90-95% accuracy in the forecast within 30 days of
period close

Key SaaS KPIs
• Annual Recurring Revenues (ARR) /
Monthly Recurring Revenues

• Forecast owned by sales; sales-driven P&L

• Forecast owned by finance; waterfall model driven P&L

(MRR)
• ARR/MRR Growth Rate

• Fewer moving parts, fast moving levers: new products and
end of quarter sales efforts can have significant impact on
revenues

• More moving parts to coordinate, slow building business:
last minute sales efforts have little impact on subscription
revenues

• Value of customer relationship drops off after 1st sale; less
interaction with customers after first sale

• Maintaining customer relationship is key: renewals and
upselling an ongoing company activity

• Number of Subscribers /
Subscription Growth Rate
• Average Revenue per Subscriber
• Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)
• Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)

• Customer chooses and pays for all IT to run the software –
little impact on vendor’s Cost of Sales

• Vendor runs and maintains all software and hardware to
deliver SaaS offering – accounted for in Cost of Sales

• Can reach profitability relatively quickly but hard to
maintain double digit revenue growth at scale

• Profitability takes longer to achieve and typically traded off
for higher revenue growth, fast rates of customer
acquisition and market share

• Months to Recover CAC
• Customer Retention Rate/Churn /
Net Dollar Retention Rate/Churn
• Gross Margin

• Operating Income
• Public markets value less highly at 1 - 2 X revenue

Source: Oracle.com and other market reports

• Public markets can value at 5 - 10 times revenue

• Cash from Operations
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 Key Drivers
 The market drivers that impact SaaS
transition including disruptive
technologies of AI and 5G
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Key Drivers: The disruptive technologies supported by Artificial Intelligence and 5G are the crucial factors driving the
SaaS adoption

Market Drivers

Increased Use of Multi-device
•

SaaS products are a perfect
fit for mobile phones, tablets,
and laptops because they let
users save space, access
information from multiple
devices, update it
instantaneously, and make
team collaboration quick and
easy. Small business is the
main driver of mobile SaaS
growth and driving the SaaS
market

Artificial Intelligence
•

•

Cutting-edge technologies
are bringing disruptive
breakthroughs to fields that
previously appeared to have
well-established leaders and
solutions
Businesses get a
competitive advantage by
using artificial intelligence in
a novel way, allowing them
to compete with SaaS
industry giants

Source: Various Companies’ Websites, Market Reports, Case Studies, News Articles, Journal Articles, Press & Media Release

Increasing Public and
Hybrid Cloud Adoption

Adoption of 5G
•

•

The adoption of 5G
technology, particularly in
emerging nations, might have
a significant impact on SaaS
usage
The development of wireless
5G networks could speed up
the adoption of popular SaaS
products by businesses and
individuals. It will help if some
of the world's most popular
SaaS products improve userfriendly mobile interfaces
quickly

•

•

The increasing public and
hybrid cloud adoption urges
the SaaS usage as the SaaS
based applications that
enable essential tasks such as
automation and supply chain
A SaaS solution works well
for distributed data instances
such as cloud systems in the
area of data protection
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 Key Parameters
 Business Parameters that are focused on
for SaaS transition
 Goals and Key decision points
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Business Parameters - SaaS Transformation (1/2): Companies understand the target market and the potential customer
segments, estimate the opportunity based on market dynamics and build a preliminary financial model

Focusing Business
Parameters

Goal

Outcome

Key Decision Point

Develop a strategy to build a brand for SaaS
offering and a profile for the marketing
company

• A clear definition of SaaS solution brand,
marketing staffed profile, any transformation or
incremental costs that might be associated with
these changes, and resources that might be
transitioned into SaaS roles (or new resources
acquired)

• New staffing required
• Can the existing team successfully
transition to a SaaS marketing model

Finance

Develop a target monetization model for
the customer segments, project
the target revenue, growth, and retention
for each of segments

• A correlation of new customer acquisition (by
segment) with the pricing and packaging model
that will yield the projected revenue over time.
• This will provide a sense of the growth within
each customer segment will contribute to the
overall revenue growth of the company

• Mix of new customers and price points
yield enough revenue to justify moving
forward with the SaaS initiative

Sales Transformation

Develop a profile for the sales organization
and determine any transformation or
incremental costs will be associated with
these changes

• Sales team staffed, resources transitioned into
SaaS roles (or new resources acquired), and
compensation defined for SaaS sales
representatives

• New staffing required for the sales team
• Develop an enablement plan for the
existing sales team
• Compensation model change (if at all)
for the SaaS sales representatives

Customer Strategy

Define the approach to market and sell
SaaS offering to new customers and the
incremental staffing or costs that might be
associated with taking new offering to
market

• Unique aspects of SaaS market and customer
strategy that capture the key mechanisms,
resources, costs, and strategies that will be used
to acquire, expand, and retain customers

• The company have the resources, skills,
tools
• Budget to support the market and sell
requirements defined by the process

Marketing Transformation

Source: Various Companies’ Websites, Market Reports, Case Studies, News Articles, Journal Articles, Press & Media Release
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Business Parameters - SaaS Transformation (2/2): Embracement of the agility, innovation and efficiency that is
traditionally associated with SaaS environments are the key elements to be done by the companies for successful SaaS
transformation
Focusing Business
Parameters

Agility Goals

Portfolio Management

Collect Customer Data

Goal

Outcome

Key Decision Point

Outline the agility goals, targeting and
measuring for the SaaS offering

• The tenets and metrics that company targets as it
build out the operational, company, and business
footprint of SaaS environment
• Specific metrics that assess cycle time, up time,
and a host of other well-defined metrics that are
used to assess SaaS agility

• Value agility

Evaluate performance, identify risks and
opportunities, prioritize high-value
products.

• Optimize resource allocation across product
portfolio and align the product mix with business
strategy

• New SaaS solution be prioritized,
• Resources should be allocated

Collect data from target customers to get
better insights into their product and
service requirements

• A collection of data points that can be used to
validate and refine strategy.
• Focus on directly engaging customers to assess
view, interests and expectations for a SaaS
offerings

• Types of data that best guide for
decision-making process

Source: Various Companies’ Websites, Market Reports, Case Studies, News Articles, Journal Articles, Press & Media Release
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Business Model

•

Operational Structure

•

Product Architecture
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Challenges in Transition: SaaS impacts the business from all the three ends – Business, Operational and Engineering
Managing the change in cashflow

Business Model
• Pricing, delivery, sales channel,
support and infrastructure factors

• Once the company is moved away from the license and maintenance model, it no
longer get a lump sum of payment upfront
• Management teams need to strike a balance between adding business, estimating
the Lifetime Value (LTV) of the new revenue stream, and cash burn

Operational Structure

SaaS Impacts

• Decisions related to solution
infrastructure, service level
agreements, and solution
upgrades

Product Architecture

Sales team and cultural transition
•

As there is no longer a large sum of money coming in upfront, the compensation
structure for the sales team must be altered

•

Engagement, satisfaction, and usage become key variables as companies continue to
compete for business and renewals from existing customers

Higher initial costs than anticipated

• A series of technical and
architectural challenges

• A major change will be the need to host software on the cloud and incur those costs on Profit and Loss
Statement (P&L)
• Another factor that could negatively impact gross margin is that the newly created Customer Success (CS)
function will be allocated under Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) as opposed to Operating Expenses

Constantly chasing time-to-value
• Time-to-value is important as customers need to see value and ROI before making the renewal decision. Hence, the speed of
implementation is key
• The more productized use cases, out-of-the-box functionalities, and configurability (vs. customized) are built into the platform,
the easier it is to realize value for customers

Source: Volition capital.com and other business articles
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 Transition Phases and Monetization
 Various phases involved in transition
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 The ways of transition with examples
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SaaS Transition and Monetization: Companies often use highly profitable maintenance revenues to cover the
unprofitable early stages of the transition to SaaS recurring revenues, especially as the hosting infrastructure
Process transfer – Sales to Subscription
Phase 1 - Testing
Classified customers and select those who
are suitable to transfer into subscribers.

Phase 2 – Monitor Churn

Phase 3 – Expand Sales

Phase 4 – Marketing Strategy

Continue to promote subscription, testing
the relation between subscription fee and
churn

When LTV is much higher than CAC, business
could be expanded

Start and plan to engage customer, in up-sell
and cross-sell by user data collected

Phase 7 – Drive Customer Growth

Phase 5 – New Market Segment
Subdivided business team based on size of
company, geography, and industry

Phase 6 – Going Aboard

When market share has reached industry
bottleneck, M&A will be a good strategy

Phase 8 – Optimize price and
product package

Ways of Transition
Adobe – Complete Transition
• Transition of existing products to multi-tenant,
hosted subscription products. Transition of all
customers, infrastructure, sales and marketing over
to SaaS versions of products
• Stopped selling perpetual license products versions
software
• Actively transitioning maintenance customers over
to SaaS subscription contracts

Source: News articles and other market reports

QAD – Gradual Transition
• Continued sales of the perpetual license products when
requested by customers, and manage maintenance
revenues from previous products
• Stopped new development on older perpetual license
products, invested in newer SaaS products and focus sales
and marketing primarily on building SaaS recurring
subscription revenues. New SaaS applications may be
acquired externally and combined or sold alongside
organically developed SaaS offerings

Splunk – Dual Strategy
• Explicitly maintained and grow both existing perpetual
software license products and SaaS products
• Actively managed two different product R&D
methodologies and organizations, two different selling
and marketing structures.
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 Revenue Models
 Different types of Revenue Models that
are adopted by various companies
 Advantages and Disadvantages of each
Revenue Model
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Various Revenue Models in Market: Companies give serious consideration to market position, service level and
customer satisfaction while opting for the pricing model
Revenue Model

Flat rate pricing/Subscription - bears a lot of similarities to the software
licensing model used before cloud infrastructure existed, but with the added benefit of
(usually) being billed monthly

Usage based pricing - known as the Pay As You Go model, works particularly
well for recurring billing platforms. Common within Amazon Web Services

Adopted by

The company has also introduced
business and agency plans with tiered
pricing

Charged based on the number of API
requests, transactions processed
Directly correlating price with revenue

Tiered User pricing - tiered pricing allows companies to offer multiple

Advantage/Disadvantage

•
•
•
•

Easier to sell
Easier to communicate
Difficult to extract value - different users
One shot at securing customers

•
•
•
•

Price scales alongside usage
Accounts for "heavy user costs"
Disconnects value from the product
Harder to predict revenue, customer need

•
•
•
•

Appeal to multiple personas
Clear upselling route
Appeals to too many people
Heavy user risk, Potentially confusing
Revenue scales with adoption
Predictable revenue generation
It limits adoption, makes it easy to churn
It doesn't reflect the real value

"packages", with different combinations of features offered at different price points

Tier is designed around the needs
(and budget) of potential customer

Per User pricing - popular pricing model used, attributing to its simplicity. It's

A single user pays a fixed monthly
price; add another user, and that
price doubles

•
•
•
•

Charges for those that actually use
the software

• Customers only pay for active users
• Reduces the risk of widespread adoption
• Doesn't work so well for SMBs

similar to the model used by many companies for physical software licensing, but it's
not perfect

Per Active user pricing - many SaaS companies (particularly those targeting the
enterprise) encourage yearly billing cycles

Source: cobloom.com and other market reports
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Various Revenue Models in Market: Each of the pricing strategies has its place for different business types, but in SaaS,
the only viable option is value-based pricing
Revenue Model

Adopted by

Per feature pricing - per feature pricing separates out different pricing tiers
according to the functionality available in each, with the higher priced packages
associated with a greater number of available features

Freemium Business model - offering a free-to-use product, supplemented by
additional paid packages, is typically used as part of a tiered pricing strategy: the
regular paid packages are supplemented with a free, entry-level tier

Advantage/Disadvantage

Different range of features on offer,
with new functionality unlocked with
each upgrade

•
•
•
•

Strong upgrade incentive
Compensate for delivery-heavy features
Difficult to get right
Leaves a bad taste

Hubstaff reduced the services available
on the free plan

•
•
•
•

Easy to get started
Viral potential
It is a revenue killer, devalues core service
It's easier to churn on a free package

Pricing Strategy

Value-based pricing
• Among cost-plus pricing, competitor-based pricing and value-based pricing, Value-based pricing is the best option for SaaS as it offers the following advantages

• Value-based pricing truly gives customers what they need in order to trust a product and brand
• Pricing matches exactly what customer is willing to pay for the value provided
• Company can offer packages and price points that precisely meet their needs because they understand what the customers truly want
• The company can start at a higher price point than the competitors—which leads to higher revenue from the start
• Company can also re-evaluate prices as it adds value to product and find out more about customers and their needs

Source: cobloom.com and other market reports
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 Partners and Initiatives
 Partnership Process for SaaS
transformation
 SaaS partnership initiatives
 Case Studies
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SaaS Partnership Journey: The established competitors are introducing cloud offerings and start-up workforce
management providers bringing SaaS solutions to the market with the help of SaaS partners

Partnership Process for SaaS Transformation

Need for SaaS Partnership

Phase 1– Aligning the organization
Designing target behaviors and recognizing exemplars of target behaviors, and targeted hiring to bring in key SaaS
skills

• SaaS transformation is a multi-year process that necessitates
considerable organizational changes in the face of rapid
market change.

Phase 2 – Amplifying customer success focus
The recurring nature of SaaS meant that great customer experience over the long term was key to value creation
and loyalty

• A partner program can differ depending on the business's
objectives. Working professionals create a partner ecosystem

by forming partnerships with one another
• A partner program assists the organization in delivering

Phase 3 – Simplifying the quote-to-cash (Q2C) process
Responding at the speed of SaaS-native competitors required a full redesign of the process and technology across
the Q2C function

value and business opportunities. Partners assist firms in
developing a strategic, financially-driven business case for
moving forward with a supportive operating model to

Phase 4 – Accelerating time to value
SaaS customers expect to realize value from their purchases almost immediately. Seamless service is a key driver in
customer satisfaction and renewals

promote scalability, using expertise gained through SaaS
transformation experience

Key Partners
Phase 5 – Adopting SaaS-focused financial and business metrics
New behaviors and capabilities require new metrics for measurement. Hence, new and revamped teams need to be
deployed into action
Source: News articles and other market reports
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SaaS Partnership Initiatives: The SaaS transformation fundamentally changes the organization and makes a
demonstrable impact from aligning the organization to visible difference in business metrics

Ongoing SaaS Transformation Partnership

Established SaaS Transformation Partnership
Key Partner

Key Partner

• Accenture and VMware announced an expanded partnership and the
formation of a dedicated business group to assist organizations in
implementing a "cloud first" strategy for accelerating cloud migration,
developing modern apps more quickly, and using the cloud as a foundation
for innovation and new business models, resulting in increased value

• For SaaS transformation, Kronos, in partnership with BCG, identified major
focus workstreams and established a Transformation Management Office
(TMO). A full-time leader and a clear executive sponsor were assigned to the

TMO. Work was structured according to the transformation roadmap's work
streams, with a team leader in charge of keeping all linked activities on track,
updating stakeholders, and engaging employees

Expected Outcome of the Partnership
• The Accenture VMware Business Group brings together approximately 2,000
Accenture cloud professionals who have been trained in VMware products
and services
• The Accenture VMware Business Group will assist clients in leveraging the
cloud's powerful capabilities and elasticity, which has become critical for

rapidly scaling business services, operating efficiently, and enabling scaled
innovation
Source: News articles and other market reports

Actual Outcome of the Partnership
• The SaaS transformation has already had a significant impact on Kronos'
business and has profoundly transformed the company. The Kronos Cloud
accounts for 90% of new product reservations
• Cloud services are used by about 75 percent of the company's 30,000
customers. Kronos now generates more than 60% of its revenue on a
recurring basis
19

Adobe and Microsoft’s Transition: Adobe, Microsoft, Amazon Web Services being leaders of Subscription economy, and
have set examples for independent software vendors to pivot into subscription model to meet market demands

Adobe’s Strategy

Microsoft’s Strategy

• Adobe experimented with side-by-side models to understand
potential traction of the full scale

• Microsoft had a focus on seamless architecture across the
entire "digital estate“

• Adobe realized, that the price-raising strategy is not
sustainable in the longer-term. There’s only so long you can
keep hiking prices, even with consistent product
improvements

• Azure revenue has grown 90+% for four straight quarters
because Microsoft delivers what business customers crave:
consistency

USD - Million

Adobe’s Revenue by Revenue Model during transition period

• Microsoft believes that hybrid's not a transfer point—it's a
strategic destination: intelligent cloud, and intelligent edge,
centered on AI and IoT

Differentiators
• Using AI, as it is the new heart of competitive advantage

4000
3500
3000
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0

• In SaaS, Dynamics 365 takes an entirely new approach
• The advanced services Microsoft is building on and around the
Azure platform are extremely appealing to businesses—as
evidenced by 13 consecutive quarters of triple-digit growth for
Azure Premium Services
2010
Product

2011

2012

Services and Support

Source: Forbes, TechCrunch, other news articles and market reports

2013

2014
Subscription

SaaS division, which encompasses Office 365 and other online products, Productivity
and Business, accounted for more than $14 billion in revenue in Q4 2021
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Competitors Business Initiatives: Service providers using on-demand experts to revolutionize the customer experience
and they are also growing revenue and post-sales retention, even using the insights to build better products

UST Global Maximizing
value from SaaS investments
Virtusa’s Cloud SaaS services include

• SaaS Factory/ App Modernization
• Open Innovation Platform
• vLife – Healthcare and Lifesciences
Applications Market place
• Alcelerate – data science platform
• Salesforce and Workday

• UST acquired abhra Inc, an IT automation
solutions company focused on developing
and implementing SaaS platforms
• This will help UST customers quickly adopt
the platform's matured capabilities,
increasing user adoption and maximizing the
value from SaaS investments

• FPT’s CloudSuite is a multi-cloud ready tool that allows users to
create on-demand cloud environment. With 50+ business cases
available in the Digital Lab, FPT CloudSuite provides valuable
references that help guide the audience how to perform
complex tasks securely and efficiently on the cloud
Partners

Differentiators
• Partner and API ecosystems
• Customer-first ideation

Building on Core Strengths

• Digital twin environment
• Solutions with pre-trained machine
learning (ML) models
Partners

• Ness has created its proprietary engineering SaaS platform Matrix, which combines and analyzes data sources from
multiple software engineering platforms to provide intelligent business insights and reveal any bottlenecks
• Within just 12 months, it has been rolled out across 20-30 percent of its clients as a bundled offering and has become
a standard for all new Ness clients
• The team is also developing an AI-based solution to analyze system failures better and identify the root cause to
improve the response times

Source: News articles and other market reports
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 Opportunity and Focus Areas
 Key focus areas and opportunity areas
concluded from major players and
competitors
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Focus Areas: Monetization being an important growth lever, companies adopt value-based pricing as it helps to attract
and retain these customers better with tiered pricing models

Monetization and Revenue Model

• The companies are constantly optimizing and aligning their
pricing with what customers want, companies can hit those
high LTV/CAC ratios while offering those customers the best
possible value they can give

• Tiered pricing tends to be the best pricing model for most
SaaS companies. It's the same strategy used by companies like
HubSpot and Slack

• Tiered pricing lets SaaS companies offer two or more
packages, or fixed sets of features, for a specific price

• Other pricing models that are widely adopted includes, per
feature pricing, freemium business model and is used when a
platform or service is expensive to develop and maintain

Source: Draup Analysis, News articles and other market reports

Monetization and SaaS Strategy

• Value based pricing is viable option for SaaS models as two
things are different

• Firstly, one can start at a higher price point if one has shown
that there is a willingness to pay among customers
• Secondly, one can raise prices as you add more value to
product and find out more about customer

• Other strategies include, to expand to naturally adjacent
spaces, make acquisitions based on product gaps, talent gaps,
and the competitive landscape

• Companies are also focused on enhancing advanced digital
vision for customers using intelligent cloud and intelligent edge
with AI and IoT
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